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ABSTRACT
Geriatric syndromes represent new, comprehensive concepts, which can help
identifying vulnerable elderly people with multimorbidity. There is also a problem in
using the result in a general practice working environment. We suggest fast audit as a
method for conducting research on a small scale. The aim of this study was to find out
the specific characteristics that can be used for a fast recognition of elderly women who
have sleep problems and are susceptible to falls. We conducted a survey on a sample of
105 elderly women (age range 60-80 years, average 68.7±5.1 SD), in a general practice
setting, in the town of Osijek, eastern Croatia. The sleep disturbance was identified
using the standard Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index, while information on falls were
taken from electronic health records (eHRs) and patient interviews. We used a multiitem questionnaire for socio-demographic characteristics and lifestyle habits. EHRs
were used to diagnose problems associated with sleep disturbances and falls, as well as
for the use of medication that affect mental functions. We found out that 74.2% of
examined women had sleep problems, and 25.7% of them experienced falls in the past
two years. Diagnoses that distinguished women with and those without sleep problems
included dyspepsia and urinary tract infections (50% vs. 23.1%). Women with sleep
problems, compared to those without them, more commonly used two or more
medications, usually antidepressants, analgesics and anxiolytics. Lower back pain and
osteoporosis were used as screening tools for women susceptible to falls, compared to
women without reports of falling. (81.5% vs 61.5% and 22.2% vs. 5.1%). Women with
falls had a higher degree of overlapping with sleep disorders (81.5%). Anxiolytics
application could be a link between sleep disorders and falls (the overlapping ratio
68%).
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INTRODUCTION
The identification of elderly people who have an increased risk of adverse health outcomes is
not easy to perform, as they are characterised by multiple chronic medical conditions (termed
multimorbidity) (Salive, 2013). It has been accepted that multimorbidity may not be an
inherent part of the aging process, but is prescribed to unfavourable socio-economic and
psycho-social factors, such as low income, chronic psychological stress, low physical activity,
poor nutrition and social isolation (Kaplan,1987). More comprehensive approaches, termed
geriatric syndromes, which stand beyond the traditional disease-based classification, are now
used to define these elderly persons (Onder, 2015). These syndromes, including e.g. sleep
disorders, cognitive function decline, incontinentio, functional disabilities and susceptibility to
falls, are known to facilitate the development of each other and of chronic comorbid conditions
(van Schoor, 2002). Because these syndromes overlap, sharing common risk factors, disease
patterns and underlying mechanisms, they form the basis for new, comprehensive approaches,
that can be used for the identification of vulnerable elderly people (Thomas, 2017).
Sleep disturbances and the susceptibility to falls are such two geriatric syndromes that are
considered to be consequences of both age-related medical conditions and medication use, as
well as unfavourable psychosocial factors (Berg, 1997; Minner, 2016). Sleep disturbance is
known as the driving mechanism for the development of many comorbid conditions and
undesirable health outcomes (Koyanagi, 2014). Falls are one of the most disabling conditions,
which lead to the premature development of immobility and the need for nursing home care
(Tinetti, 1994; Vellas, 1997). Recent epidemiologic studies have revealed the major risk factors
and comorbid conditions, associated with these two geriatric syndromes (Itani, 2016; Tromp,
2001). The problem, in a general practice setting, is that evidence from the large-scale studies
are difficult to translate to a population that a particular general practitioner is caring for,
beause this population is limited in size and has its own specific characteristics, related to the
socio-economic factors, age structure and comorbidities distribution (Tinetti, 1988; Cappucio,
2010). There are also differences among the general practitioners in prescribing medication. In
addition, general practitioners need fast screening methods for recognizing patients who have
an increased risk of unfavourable health outcomes. They need to know how to identify the
target population for screening and for a possible intervention. The age criterium, typical
symptoms, diagnoses of diseases, and the list of medications in continuous use are the labelling
tools.
METHODS
Data and the sample
The study was conducted in 2016 in two general medicine practices located at the same work
place, in the town of Osijek, eastern Croatia. The study lasted for three months. Women 60-80
years of age (average 68.7±5.1 SD), who came to the practice for other reasons, were included
in the study. They all gave their written informed consent. The number of participants was
105, encompassing approximately the third of the total number of elderly women registered
on the patients` list. They were examined for sleep disturbances, using the standard Pittsburg
Sleep Quality Index, and for falls they experienced in the last two years, using data from the
electronic health records (eHRs), complemented with the patients` interview. Information on
difficulties with walking were also collected, based on observation and the participants`
subjective perception of this problem. The data on the number and types of diagnoses of
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chronic diseases and on continuous or frequent use of medications (at least, in the last three
months) known to have the effects on mental functions, were used from eHRs.
The study design
A multi-item questionnaire was used to obtain information on: 1) socio-demographic and
lifestyle habits, including education, living conditions, family issues, physical activities, a
schedule of adverse affects, daily resting periods, smoking and alcohol consumption habits, 2)
self-perceived health conditions, including: general health, chronic pain, mood oscillations,
cognitive functions, symptoms such as sudden weakness/loss of stability/drop attacks,
feellings of dizzines/vertigo, visual and hearing disorders and self-perceived changes (during
the last year) in activities of daily living and weight.
Statistical methods
Categorical parameters were presented with absolute and relative frequencies. Differences in
distributions were tested using the chi-square test or Fischer`s exact test, where applicable.
The level of significance of p<0,05 was considered statistically significant. Results which were
significant or important were presented graphically as bar diagrams.
RESULTS
Fig. 1

Fig. 1. The distribution ratios (percentages) of evaluated diagnoses of chronic diseases that
showed significant or marked differences between elderly women with and without sleep
disorders

Significant or marked differences, between elderly women who had and had not sleep
disorders, were found in distribution ratios of the diagnoses indicating: dyspepsia (50% vs
23.1%, p=0.022), urinary tract infections (21.8% vs 0%, p=0.006), arthritis (34.6% vs 23.1%,
p=0.336), low back pain (69.2% vs 57.7%, p=0.340), anxiety/depression (57.7% vs 50%,
p=0.504), coronary heart disease (9% vs 3.8%, p=0.0.676) and myocardiopathy (5.1% vs 0%,
p=0.570).
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The distribution ratios (percentages) of evaluated diagnoses of chronic diseases that showed
significant or marked differences between elderly women with and without sleep disorders
Significant or marked differences, between elderly women who had and had not sleep
disorders, were found in distribution ratios of the diagnoses indicating: dyspepsia (50% vs
23.1%, p=0.022), urinary tract infections (21.8% vs 0%, p=0.006), arthritis (34.6% vs 23.1%,
p=0.336), lower back pain (69.2% vs 57.7%, p=0.340), anxiety/depression (57.7% vs 50%,
p=0.504), coronary heart disease (9% vs 3.8%, p=0.0.676) and myocardiopathy (5.1% vs 0%,
p=0.570).
Fig. 2

Fig. 2. The distribution ratios (percentages) of parameters indicating symptoms and
medications use that showed significant or marked differences between elderly women with
and without sleep disorders

Significant or marked differences, between elderly women who had and had not sleep
disorders, were found in distribution ratios of parameters indicating: use of two or three
medications with the effects on mental functions (69.2% vs 38.4%, p=0.044), use of
antidepressants (15.4% vs 0%, p=0.035) and analgesics (34.6% vs 15.4%, p=0.084), symptoms
of sudden weakness/loss of stability/drop attacks (52.6% vs 23.1%, p=0.012) and of
dizzines/vertigo (33.3% vs 11.5%, p=0.042), self-reported decline in activities of daily living
(51.3% vs 26.9%, p=0.041) and mood oscillations (61.5% vs 38.5%, p=0.048).
The distribution ratios (percentages) of parameters indicating symptoms and medication use
that showed significant or marked differences between elderly women with and without sleep
disorders
Significant or marked differences between elderly women with and without sleep disorders,
were found in distribution ratios of parameters indicating: use of two or three medications
with an effect on mental functions (69.2% vs 38.4%, p=0.044), use of antidepressants (15.4%
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vs 0%, p=0.035) and analgesics (34.6% vs 15.4%, p=0.084), symptoms of sudden
weakness/loss of stability/drop attacks (52.6% vs 23.1%, p=0.012) and of dizzines/vertigo
(33.3% vs 11.5%, p=0.042), self-reported decline in activities of daily living (51.3% vs 26.9%,
p=0.041) and mood oscillations (61.5% vs 38.5%, p=0.048).
Fig. 3

Fig. 3. The distribution ratios (percentages) of features showed significant or marked
differences between elderly women with and without falls

Significant or marked differences, between elderly women who had and had not falls, were
found in the distribution ratios of the parameters indicating: age range 70-74 years (55.6% vs
25.6%, p=0.041), diagnoses of the low back pain (p=0.063) and osteoporosis (p=0.017), use of
anxiolytics (p=0.074), get up and go to bad time (p=0.035), low physical activity (p=0.058),
hearing difficulties (p=0.086) and walking difficulties (p=0.005).
The distribution ratios (percentages) of features which showed significant or marked
differences between elderly women with and without falls
Significant or marked differences between elderly women with and without falls, were found
in the distribution ratios of the parameters indicating: age range 70-74 years (55.6% vs 25.6%,
p=0.041), diagnoses of lower back pain (p=0.063) and osteoporosis (p=0.017), use of
anxiolytics (p=0.074), getting up and going to bed on time (p=0.035), low physical activity
(p=0.058), hearing difficulties (p=0.086) and walking difficulties (p=0.005).
DISCUSSION
Results related to sleep disturbances
According to the known fact that sleep disturbances are common among elderly people,
especially women, our results showed a high percentage of women with sleep disorders (78
out of 105 or 74.2%). This percentage, however, exceeded the data presented in large
epidemiologic studies (Itani, 2016; Miner, 2016). We considered this finding consequential to
the high multimorbidity rate, illustrated by the results showing that 80% of women with sleep
disorders had 4 and more diagnoses and 50% of these women had more than 4 out of a total of
13 diagnoses of chronic diseases, which are used for evaluation and are associated with sleep
disorders or with falls.These diagnosis include: hypertension, diabetes, coronary heart disease,
myocardiopathy, stroke, chronic pulmonary disease, dyspepsia, arthritis, lower back pain,
osteoporosis, urinary tract infections, anxiety/depression and Parkinson`s disease (Buxton,
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2012; Cappucio, 2011; Shan, 2015; Silva, 2007; Spiegel, 2009; Wang, 2015). An important fact
that needs to be addressed when using diagnoses to identify elderly women with sleep
disorders in a primary health care setting, is the frequency of these diseases in a small size
sample, that are of interest for evaluation. For example, although cardiovascular and chronic
respiratory disease are referred, in large scale studies, of being strongly associated with sleep
disorders, these comorbidites, in our sample, had small occurence rates, thus leaving the major
part of women with sleep disorders uncovered (Fig. 1).
There was a different situation with the diagnosis of hypertension. This condition is also
widely associated with sleep disorders, but in our study, there were no differences in
distribution rates of this diagnosis between women with and without sleep disorders (75.6%
vs 69.2%, respectively). This discrepancy was probably due to the high prevalence of
hypertension, which can be found in the older population, when hypertension is studied as a
reason for sleep disorders. Our results indicated some other diagnoses, which can be used for
rapid identification of elderly women with sleep disorders. These diagnoses included arthritis,
lower back pain and anxiety/depression which have a high occurance rate among women with
sleep disorders, compared to those without these disorders (34.6%, 69.2% and 57.7%,
respectively). Another factor are the high prescription rates of medications, such as anxiolytics,
antidepressants and analgesics (prescribing rates were 47.4% vs 30.8%, 15.4% vs 0% and
34.6% vs 15.4%, respectively) (Fig. 2).
What was interesting is that all women who used antidepressants also had sleep disturbances
(Fig. 2). This finding shows high occurence rates of undifferentiated symptoms among women
with sleep disorders, compared to those who did not have these disorders, indicating possible
effect of medications, which may, in addition to comorbidities, negatively influence the quality
of sleep in elderly women. These undifferentieted symptoms included the group of interrelated
symptoms, such as sudden weakness/loss of stability/drop attacks and feelings of
dizzines/vertigo (52.6% vs 23.1% and 33.3% vs 11.5%, respectively, when comparing women
with and without sleep disorders), as well as self-reported decline in activities of daily living
and mood oscillations (51.3% vs 26.9% and 61.5% vs 38.5%, in women with and without sleep
disorders, respectively) (Fig. 2). This overwhelming medicalisation and high prevalence of
sleep disorders among elderly women in our work environment is also supported by the result
showing that the significantly higher portion of women with sleep disorders, compared to
those without sleep disorders, used 2 or more medications which affect mental functions
(69.2% vs 38.4%, respectively) (Fig.2). Practical implications of these results are that nonpharmacological measures in elderly women should replace the overwhelming use of
medications.
Some other diagnoses should recieve special attention when detecting elderly women with
sleep disorders, including dyspepsia and urinary tract infections, due to their high occurence
rates (50% vs 23.1% and 21.8% vs 0%, respectively, when comparing women with and
without sleep disorders) (Fig. 1).
Results related to falls and walking difficulties
Falls experienced in the past two years, were registered in 27 out of 105 examined women
(25.7%). This frequency is lower than it has been reported elsewhere for the general elderly
population (Masud, 2001; Rubenstein, 2006). The reason for this discrepancy may be the fact
that not many women with falls had significant cognitive function decline, a feature which has
been generally accepted as an important risk factor for falls (Laird, 2001; Montero-Odaso,
2009; Yardley, 2002). Although a lot of examined women reported self-perceived decline in
memory functions in the last year (43.8% of a total of women in the sample and 44.4% of
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women with falls), it is not accurate enough to capture the significant shift in cognitive decline
of women in the sample. The lack of the cognitive function measurement can be considered a
shortcoming of this study and is recommended for future work (Sheridan, 2007). In relation to
sleep disturbances, when one wants to identify the link between diagnoses of chronically
diseased patients and a geriatric syndrome, the crucial thing is the frequency of a particular
diagnoses in the real sample. Related to falls, this is the case with the diagnosis of Parkinson`s
disease. Although evidence suggest that falls are a common problem in patients with
Parkinson`s disease, this diagnosis cannot be used as a screening tool for falls in elderly
women in our work environment, as there was only one such recorded case in this diagnosis
(Wood, 2002).
As these results suggest, women with an increased susceptibility to falls should be looked for
among women aged 70-74 years (55.6% of all women with falls) and among those who
reported walking difficulties (ratios were 48.1% vs 19.2%, for those with vs without falls).
Difficulties with walking, known to predispose older women to falls (Liu-Ambrose, 2009; van
Iersel, 2008), can be linked to a concrete diagnoses, including the diagnoses of lower back pain
and osteoporosis, due to the fact that both diagnoses showed significant differences in
distribution ratios between women with and without falls (81.6% vs 61.5% and 22.2% vs
5.1%, respectively). According to the results, these diagnoses are associated with lower back
pain dysfunctions, low physical capability and frailty (Buffa, 2011; Cruz-Jentoft, 2010) with
higer ratios of self-reported low physical activity found among women with falls, compared to
those without falls (25.9% vs 10.3%).
Another important entry, when recognising women susceptible to falls, could be the use of
anxiolytics (Leipzig, 1999). This is indicated in the results by significant differences in
anxiolytics usage ratios between women with and without falls (59.3% vs 38.5%). Since
anxiolytics were shown to be widely used among women in the sample, as well in the whole
sample (43.8%) in women with sleep disorders (47.4%), we performed the short-cut post hoc
analysis and estimated the degree of overlaping between women who experienced falls, those
who had sleep problems and those who used anxiolytics. This simple estimation showed that
22 out of 27 women with falls also had sleep problems (81.5%), this high degree of overlaping
thus indicated sleep problems as the main risk factor for falls (Winkelman, 2015). Fifteen out
of 22 women also used anxiolytics (the overlap ratio was 68%), the result indicating
anxiolytics use as the factor that links sleep problems with the susceptibility to falls.
The chain of cause and effect linking these two geriatric syndromes together, can probably be
explained in the following way. The disrupted sleep schedules (supported by higher rates of
the self-reported disruption of getting up and going to bed in women with falls, compared to
those without falls) (Fig. 3), due to chronic pain, caused by the locomotor system disease
(supported by the result that 72.7% of women who had sleep problems and falls, also reported
lower back pain), leads to subsequent anxiolytics use which can, together with walking
difficulties (caused by the lower back segment dysfunction), lead to an increased risks of falls
(Fig. 3). The opposite is also true: women who experienced falls are more likely to use
anxiolytics, due to stress caused by the limitations in mobility and fear of falls. The effect of
anxiolytics, as well as the stress process by itself, appears to be in the background of the
ordinary sleep schedule disruption, driving the vicious cycle further on.
Well-functioning sensory organs, especially vision, are known to be a prerequisite for a stable
and safe gait performance (Lord, 2010). Our results emphasized the hearing deficiency as
being more prominently expressed in women with falls, compared to those who did not
experience falls, representing the significant contributing factor to falls.
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CONCLUSIONS
The problem of connecting large-scale studies with the local situation of a particular general
practice workplace, is the need for adapting the results to small size populations, which are
characterised by a limited and specific scope of traits. In addition, there is a requirement that
screening tools used in general practices are simple and fast to use, and specifically tailored to
the selected patients groups. We suggest fast audits as a method for managing small size
samples. Concerning this, we examined a part of elderly female patients, regular visitors in two
general practices, placed at the same location, using a multi-item questionnaire and
information from eHRs. We proved that by using this approach it is possible to find out the
most prevalent medical and socio-demographic profiles of elderly women with sleep disorders
and with the susceptibility for falls. Results may be relevant for use in everyday practice and
can facilitate future research. Results may also be used to improve the quality of care which is
currently provided for patients. The main conclusion is that in elderly women with a lower
back dysfuntion, special attention should be paid when prescribing anxiolytics. In general, as
our results also suggest, overprescription of medications which affect mental functions in
elderly people may be a driving mechanisms for the development of geriatric syndromes and,
for this reason, should be avoided and replaced with non-pharmacological interventions.
Ethical approval: All procedures performed in studies involving human participants were in
accordance with the ethical standards of the institutional and national research committee and
with the 1964 Helsinki declaration and its later amendments or comparable ethical standards.
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